my journey into my american past

"Are you coming to my class?" asked another. These were the wide-eyed excited comments of students at Harriet Beecher Stowe (HBS) Elementary as I carried a lobster trap, a bucket full of bait.

teaching about our coastal ecosystem starts early
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Abolitionists Harriet Beecher Stowe, Frederick Douglass and Harriet Tubman are familiar to anyone when learning about American history. But the students at HBS are being introduced to their stories using graphic novels. In Harriet Beecher Stowe's incredible short story, the tale's narrator recounts for an audience of curious boys the story of the legendary Captain Kidd and his haunted clash of Captain's gains.

november 1870

One of the oldest American institutions of higher learning in Europe, and the first to be established in France, the American University of Paris is located in the 7th arrondissement.

classing in france: the american university of paris

Over the years, the holiday has inspired all sorts of literary works, with themes of mercy, justice, redemption—even, at times, peace and goodwill.

'christmas past' and 'american christmas stories' review: tales for the night before

Beginning in Boston in 1867, the British superstar gave dramatic readings of his popular novels, including "A Christmas Carol."

how a portsmouth-born publisher brought charles dickens to america
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